
Solutions for COVID / Lab testing 

With organizations opening and increasing capacity, new challenges are more prevalent than ever.  From 
sizeable organizations like schools, sports teams, etc. trying to figure out the best, most efficient way to 
test their folks or labs dealing with increased requests for processing, there are new challenges that are 
being faced each day.  It is paramount to have a plan to handle these tests efficiently but also have 
access to these solutions and products. 

Brady knows that every sample is a person you want to help keep safe. As you up your testing, up your 
confidence with customized solutions, including printing systems, materials, absorbent pads and more, 
that can meet the needs of your organization, including: 

• Shipping to CDC Regulations Touchless printing
• Long-term traceability for collection and testing
• On-demand ID labels
• Touchless printing

And, look at these real-world solutions that Brady offers organizations like yours: 



Shipping to CDC Regulations 
Need: Meet CDC Category B UN3373 Regulation 
Solution: When you need to ship samples – COVID-19 patient 
specimens, cultures, isolates – ship the right way. Because they’re a 
biohazard, the CDC requires that the primary container holding the sample 
gets wrapped in an absorbent material. It's not only called out in the 
Category B UN3373 regulation, but is also mandatory material on the 
packaging checklist. 

Long-term Traceability for Collection and Testing 
Need: Traceable samples that will last 
Solution: Great for lab conditions and ID on vials, centrifuge tubes 
and test tubes.  Brady’s B-7425 and B-492 are great material options 
that will stand up to the testing processes and different environments 
the samples will be exposed to.   

On-demand and Touchless ID Printing 
Need: Allow individuals to test themselves and/or create labels on the spot 
Solution: Between the multiple printer, scanner, and software options 
available, Brady has the ability to create a solution specific to each 
organization’s needs.   

Brady’s solutions have already helped several 
organizations and testing sites, contact your 
Fisher rep today to discuss the solutions that 
will meet your needs 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/lab-biosafety-guidelines.html
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